Adelaide Plains K&O Club 2004 Champ Show
Saturday 4th December 2004
Judge: Mr G. Green

BABY PUPPY DOG
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. REGALSHEP SARGE 1/7/04 D Mayne
s. Ch Astasia Hero AZ d. Regalshep Kind A Sweet AZ
2. VONRAUTEN ALL ABOUT ME 28/7/04 Vonrauten Kennels
s. *Quosh V Drei Birkenwinger (imp Gmy)AZ H d. Vonrauten V Flash
Rose AZ
3. VONRAUTEN AWESOME POWER 28/7/04 Vonrauten Kennels
s. *Quosh V Drei Birkenwinger (im Gmy) AZH d. Vonrauten V Flash Rose
AZ

MINOR PUPPY DOG
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. TONAKER ARCO PRINCE 25/5/04 T Schoemaker
s. *Rhosyn Kriskross AZ Neg d. *Demargun Shenanigan AZ
Large medium strong dog of good proportions and type. Very well
coloured firm and dry. The head, even though it is male, I would like to see
it much stronger. Good expression but with light eyes. Very good length of
neck, good wither, firm straight tight back. Slightly short, slightly steep
croup. Good fore. Upper arm could be a little longer and better angled,
very good hind angulation, very good length of fore leg. Correct going,
correct coming. In movement shows good ground covering gait with very
good drive and good reach where the wither could be carried a little
higher. The back remains absolutely firm.

PUPPY DOG
Grading: Promising
LEPPSDORF THERA 23/2/04 L Hume
s. *Vonpeta Questoe AZ d. *Siegerheims Elke AZ
Well above medium size. Medium strong dog of overall good proportions and

very good type. Very good head, and ear set with good expression. The eye
should be darker. Very good length of neck, high withers. Firm straight back.
Slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore with very good hind quarter
angulation and breadth of thigh. Good fore and under chest development for his
age. Stands correct in front. Moves close behind, moves slightly wide coming.
Both elbows and hocks yet to firm. In movement shows very good ground
covering gait which is overall balanced with very good drive and reach where the
back remains

JUNIOR DOG
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. BRUANGIE BONZA 5/6/03 V Corlett
s. *Adelora Whispering Jack AZ d. *Bruangie Jezzabelle AZ
Nearly 18 months. Large strong substantial dog of overall very good type
and proportions. Strong masculine head with very good strength of skull,
upper and lower jaw. Very good expression, the eye should be darker.
Good length of neck good withers firm straight back, slightly short slightly
steep croup. Good fore where ideally the upper arm should be longer and
better angled. Very good hind angulation with good breadth of thigh, good
fore and under chest development. Just not quite correct in front. Good
length of foreleg. Moves close behind, slightly wide coming. Elbows and
hocks yet to firm. In movement shows very good ground covering gait with
good drive and reach where the wither remains high and the back firm.
2. REGALSHEP PETER PAN 17/911/02 D Mayne
s. *Leberlue Ijaz AZ d. *Regalshep Kind A Sweet AZ
Just 12 months. Above medium size medium strong. Dry firm dog of
overall very good type and proportions. Very good head and expression.
desired dark eye. Very good length of neck, high withers with slight nick
behind. Firm straight tight knit back. Slightly short but well laid croup.
Good fore where the upper arm is of good angle but could be slightly
longer. Very good hind quarter angulation very good fore chest
development for his age. Just slightly short under chest. Very good length
of fore leg. Stands correct in front, moves slightly wide going hocks should
be firmer. Correct coming. Elbows yet to firm. Shows good ground
covering gait with very good drive and good reach. Ideally the wither could
be carried a tad higher but the back remains firm.
3. TTINTAGEL CAMELOT AZ 18/7/03 J Seidl/M Robinson
s. *Uno Von Der Urbecke (imp Gmy) D. CH *Pendragan Hurly Burly
Double P1 Upper Right. 20 months. Large medium strong, slightly
elongated dog of good type. Very good head and expression the eye
should be darker. Very good length of neck good withers straight back
slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore with very good hind quarter

angulation has good fore and under chest development with very good
length of fore leg. Stands correct in front. Hocks yet to firm. Wide coming.
Elbows yet to firm. In movement shows very good drive and reach which
is overall balanced where the dog maintains a high wither and the back
remains sufficiently firm.
4. SAGENHAFT SPECTRE AZ 4/9/03 J & C Tester
s. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy)AZ d. *Sagenhaft War CryAZ
Double P1 Lower Left. 15 months. Large medium strong firm dry dog of
overall very good type. The saddle could be a litter more defined. Very
good head and expression medium eye colour. Very good length of neck,
high withers firm straight back slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good
fore where the upper arm could be a little longer and better angled.
Slightly deep hind quarter angulation with good breadth of thigh. Good
fore chest development slightly short under chest development. Very good
length of running limb, stands correct in front. Moves correct behind.
Elbows are yet to firm. Slightly wide coming. In movement shows good
ground covering gait with good reach and drive where the back remains
firm.
5. VONDOUSSA GUNS N ROSES AZ 26/8/03 A Hueppauff/M Lloyd
s. *Nilson V Wildsteiger Land (imp Gmy) AZ Hneg d. Grundelhardt Wild
Witch AZ
15 months. Large, strong substantial dog shown slightly out of coat. very
good head with good strength of skull, upper and lower jaw. Good
expression. The eye is light. Good length of neck, high withers in stance,
straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Has good fore where the
upper arm could be longer and better angled. Very good hind angulation,
good fore and under chest development. Very good length of fore leg.
Stands correct in front. Moves wide behind and wide in front. Both elbows
and hocks are yet to firm. Shows good ground covering gait with good
reach and drive which is overall balanced and the back remains
sufficiently firm.

INTERMEDIATE DOG
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. GILARISHA FAMOUS FONZIE AZ H Neg 30/10/02 I & R Archbold
s. Alimanda Jak O Diamonds AZ H Neg d, Gilarisha Blanche az H Neg
2years 2 months. Large strong substantial dog of slightly stretched
proportions. Very good strength of head with very good masculinity good
expression. The eyes a little light. Good length of neck high withers.
Straight back slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore, upper arm could
be a little longer and better angled. Good breadth of thigh good fore and
under chest development. Stands correct in front. good length of fore leg

could be a little firmer in pastern and ideally would like to see him
presented a little firmer and dryer. Moves correct behind slightly wide
going, both elbows and hocks yet to firm. Carries tail with a slight curve.
Movement shows very good ground covering gait with very good drive and
reach where the wither is maintained but ideally should be just a little
firmer.
2. VONRAUTEN DAX 13/7/02 Vonrauten Kennels
s. Ch Vonrauten Tano AZH d. Redhaus Callout AZ
2 years 4 months. Well above medium size. Strong substantial dog of
overall very good type. A dog of good proportions. Very good head, with
good expression, the eyes just a little light. Ideally would like to see a little
more length of neck. High withers firm straight back slightly short but well
laid croup. Good fore where the upper arm should be a little longer and
better angled. Very good hind quarter angulation with very good breadth of
thigh. Pronounced fore chest development with good under chest
development. Slightly upright in pasterns. Stands correct in front. Correct
going with good hock connection. Wide coming with elbows yet to firm.
Very good ground covering gait with very good drive and good reach
where the back remains firm.

AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG
1. STUNADEL SLIM SHADY AZ 27/6/03 A Hueppauff/M Lloyd
s. *Stunadel Kinetic AZ Hneg d. *Stunadel Firewoman AZ
17 months. Large medium strong dog of good type who should overall be
a little more substantial for his age. Good head light eyes. Good length of
neck good withers slightly nick behind straight back slightly short and
steep croup. Good forequarter where the upper arm should be longer and
better angled. Very good hind angulation has good fore chest
development and short under chest development. Very good length of
foreleg stands correct in front. Moves wide behind correct coming elbows
and hocks are yet to firm. Shows good ground covering movement with
good reach and drive where overall the drive could be a little more
powerful and the reach freer where the dog falls slightly on the forehand.

OPEN DOG
Grading:EXCELLENT
1. *ADELORA WHISPERING JACK AZ H-Neg 5/8/01 Hume/Flynn/Corlett
s. *Troy Von Der Noriwano (imp Gmy) AZ d. *Siegerheims Brigitte AZ
3 years 3 months. Large strong substantial dog of overall very good type.

Ideally the saddle could be more defined. Very good head slightly loose
lower lips with good expression the eye should be darker. High withers
slight nick behind. Firm straight back. Slightly short slightly steep croup.
Good fore where the upper arm could be a little longer. Very good hind
angulation with good breadth of thigh. Very good fore and under chest
development. Very good length of fore leg stands correct in front. Wide
coming, elbows yet to firm, correct going with hocks yet to firm. Shows
very good ground covering gait with very good drive and reach where the
back remains firm. Ideally would like to see the dog a little dryer.
2. *RHOSYN KRISSKROSS AZ Hneg 14/3/99 S & C Collins
s. *Iwan Von Lechtal (imp Gmy) AZ d. *Rhosyn Ashanti AZ
5 years 6 months. Large medium strong, dry firm dog of overall very good
type. Presents a nice picture in stance. Good head and expression good
eye colour ideally would like to see strength of skull broader. High withers,
firm straight back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Very good fore upper
arm could just be little longer very good hind quarter angulation balance
fore and under chest development stands correct in front. Very good
length of fore leg. Correct going hocks could be a little firmer. Wide
coming elbows yet to firm. In movement shows very good ground covering
gait with very good drive and reach where the back remains firm.
3. *CH ARKAHLA GONZO AZ CD ET Hneg 20/8/00 W & J O'Loughlin
s. *Ch Arkahla Astrodome AZ CD ET JD d. *Arkahla Foreffsake AZ
4 years 3 months. Correct medium size. Medium strong dog of overall
good type. While the head is male I would like to more strength of skull
and strength of upper and lower jaw. Good length of neck good withers
firm straight back slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore where the
upper arm could be longer and better angled with very good hind
angulation and good breadth of thigh. Pronounced fore chest development
very good under chest development. Ideally would like to see him a little
longer in fore leg. Moves correct going with good connection of the hock
joints. Correct coming elbows yet to firm. In movement shows good
ground covering gait very good drive with good reach where the back
remains firm just falling slightly on the forehand.
Grading: VERY GOOD
4. *KRONIKA BAD BOLL AZ H Neg 11/2/01 M Hughes
s.*Xiro Vom Patersweg (imp Gmy) AZ H d. *Polkaobeneck Ossa Kossa
AZ
3 years 6 months. Large strong substantial dog of very good strength and
masculinity. Strong masculine head with very good expression and
medium eye colour. Very good length of neck high withers slightly nick
behind. Slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore where the upper arm
is of a good angle but could be a little longer. Very good hind quarter
angulation with very good breadth of thigh. Balanced fore and under chest
development. This dog presents a pleasing picture in stance. Stands

correct in front. Very good length of running limb. Moves close behind
hocks should be firmer. Slightly wide coming elbows should be firmer. In
movement shows very good ground covering gait very good drive and
reach where the back should remain firmer.

CHALLENGE DOG
*ADELORA WHISPERING JACK AZ H-Neg

RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG
*RHOSYN KRISSKROSS AZ Hneg

BABY PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. KEEDARA EZY E 27/6/04 Mayne/Phillis
s. *Hilltop Greko d. *Keedara Aiko
2. RHOSYN IZ ADORABLE 5/8/04 S & C Collins
s. *Rhosyn Krisskross AZ Hneg d. *Rhosyn Ginzano AZ
3. SUNHAZE AMALI 2/8/04 B Owen
s. *Jasso Von Der Bimsgrube (imp Gmy)AZ d. *Sunhaze Caprice AZ
4. VONRAUTEN ZANADU 22/6/04 Vonrauten Kennels
s. Ch Vonrauten Yango AZ H d. Vonrauten Evie AZ
5. VONRAUTEN CALLOUT 8/8/04 Vonrauten Kennels
S. Ch Troy Von Der Noriswand (imp Gmy) AZ H d. Ch Vonrauten Melissa
AZ
6. VONRAUTEN CATE 8/8/04 Vonrauten Kennels
s. Ch Troy Von Der Noriswand (imp Gmy) AZ H d. Ch Vonrauten Melissa
AZ
Grading: PROMISING
7. DARKKNIGHT NATALIA 5/7/04 Darkknight Kennels
s. *Denargun Browned Off AZ d. *Darkknight Jasmin AZ

MINOR PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. ADELORA DINA 10/3/04 Neddermeyer/Strachan
s. Adelora Aeico AZ Hneg d. *Adelora Ultra Sexy AZ
8 ½ months. Above medium size medium strong dry firm bitch of overall
good type. Very good head eye could be a little darker and the left ear tilts
in slightly very good length of neck high withers firm straight back slightly

short slightly steep croup. Good fore upper arm could be a little longer and
better angled with very good hind angulation. good fore and under chest
development for her age. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming
and going. In movement shows very good ground covering gait with very
good reach and drive where the back remains firm.
2. ARKAHLA KAHLUA 2/5/04 W & J O'Loughlin
s. *Ch Arkahla Gonzo AZ CD ET Hneg d. *Arkahla Hot Shot AZ
7 months. Just above medium size medium strong feminine bitch of
overall good type. Feminine head with good expression. The eye is light.
Very good length of neck high withers firm back slightly short slightly steep
croup good fore. Upper arm could be longer and better angled very good
hind angulation with good breadth thigh. Good under chest development
for age. Stands correct in front. Moves close behind correct coming. In
movement shows very good reach and drive where the back remains firm.
Grading: PROMISING
3. TONAKER AME STAR 25/5/04 T Schoemaker
s.*Rhosyn Krisskross AZ Hneg d. *Denargun Shenanigan AZ
6 months. Large medium strong bitch of very good proportions firm and
dry. Feminine head with good expression and medium eye colour. Good
wither firm back. Slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore upper arm
could be a bit longer and better angled. Very good hind quarter angulation
good breadth of thigh balanced fore and under chest development for age.
Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves close behind
wide coming. In movement shows good reach and drive where the back
remains firm falling slightly on the forehand.
4. VONRAUTEN YOR TORIE 24/5/04 Vonrauten Kennels
s. Ch Vonrauten Tano AZ H d. Ch Vonrauten Frajah AZ
7 months. Above medium size strong substantial bitch of overall good
type. Presented in slightly heavy condition. Very good head good
expression eye could be a little darker and the left ear tilts inward slightly.
Good length of neck good wither straight back slightly short slightly steep
croup. Good fore with very good hind angulation with very good breadth of
thigh. Good fore and under chest development for age. Good length of
foreleg stands correct in front. moves correct coming close behind. In
movement shows good reach and drive which overall could be a litter
more ground covering and falling slightly on the forehand.
TONAKER AMAZING OFFER 25/5/04 C Lacey
s.*Rhosyn Krisskross AZ Hneg d. *Denargun Shenanigan AZ
6 months. Large very well coloured very well pigmentation bitch of good type.
Feminine head with good expression and medium eye colour. Good length of
neck good withers firm straight back slightly short steep croup. Good fore upper
arm could be a little longer with very good hind angulations. Good fore and under
chest development very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves

wide behind and wide in front. shows good reach and drive which should be
overall more ground covering with more power to be shown through the hind
quarter and freer extension of the forehand and falling on the forehand.

PUPPY BITCH
Grading: VERY PROMISING
1. VOMKOGELBERG BARONESS 13/1/04 J Siedl/J DeLucia
s. *Lasso Von Der Waterkant (imp Gmy) D. *Baccara Sterling Bird
10 months. Well above medium size medium strong dry firm bitch of
overall very good type and proportions. Feminine head with good
expression th eye could be a little darker. Very good length of neck good
withers firm straight back slightly short and slightly steep croup. Good fore
the upper arm could be longer and better angled
very good hind angulation good fore and unde rchest development very
good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Correct going and coming
hocks and elbows are yet to firm. In movement shows very good ground
covering gait with very good drive and reach and the back remains firm
but the ears could be a little firmer in movement
2. GRUNDELHARDT ENYA 25/2/04 Grundelhardt Kennels
s. *Nilson vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy)AZ d. *Grundelhardt Orrinococo
az
9 months. Large medium strong sable bitch of overall very good type.
Good proportions with feminine expressive head with medium eye colour.
Very good length of neck high withers firm straight back slightly short
croup good fore upper arm could be a little longer. Very good hind quarter
angulation she has good fore chest development and under chest
development for her age. Very good length of fore leg stands correct in
front. slightly wide going, correct coming. Elbows and hocks yet to firm. In
movement shows good ground covering gait with good drive where the
reach could be a little freer where the back remains firm.
Withdrawn with permission from judge.
HILLTOP XANI 17/1/04 J & C Tester
s. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy)AZ d. *Hilltop Xada AZ
11 months. Well above medium size strong bitch of overall good type. Feminine
head good expression eye could be a little darker. Very good length of neck.
Clean topline with good withers firm back slightly short but well laid croup good
fore where the upper arm could be longer and better angled. With very good hind
angulation. good fore and under chest development for her age. Very good
length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going wide coming.
Elbows and hocks yet to firm. In movement shows good ground covering gait
with good reach and drive which is overall balanced where the back remains firm.
Should be a little more self assured on the checking of teeth.

JUNIOR BITCH
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. REGALSHEP PRINCESS FIONA 17/11/03 D Mayne
s. *Leberhine Ijaz AZ d. *Regalshep Kind A Sweet AZ
12 months. Above medium size medium strong well proportioned bitch of
overall very good type. Presents a pleasing picture in stance. Very good
head and expression. Very good length of neck high withers firm straight
back. Slightly short but well moulded croup. Very good fore ideally the
upper arm could be a little longer with very good hind quarter angulation.
Very good fore and under chest development for her age dry and firm very
good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going wide
coming elbows need to firm. In movement shows fleeting ground covering
gait with powerful drive and very good reach where the back remains
absolutely firm.
2. VONDOUSSA GEORGIE GIRL AZ 26/8/03 A Hueppauff/M Lloyd
s. *Nilson V Wildsteiger Land AZ Hneg d. Grundelhardt Wild Witch AZ
15 months. Large strong feminine expressive bitch of overall very good
type. Feminine head, eye could be a little darker. Very good length of neck
high withers firm straight back slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore
where the arm could be angled with very good hind angulation. Very good
fore and under chest development very good length of foreleg. Stands
correct in front. Moves correct coming and going both elbows and hocks
are yet to firm. In movement shows very good covering gait and good
reach where the back remains firm.
3. BRUANGIE CHINA DOLL 3/12/03 V Corlett
s. *Adelora Whispering Jack AZ Hneg d. *Bruangie Titan Gold AZ
12 months large strong substantial bitch of overall very good type and of
good proportions. Feminine head with good expression eye could be a
little darker. With a slightly wide ear set. Very good length of neck good
wither firm straight back. Slightly short steep croup good fore upper arm
could be better angled. Very good hind angulation and breadth thigh.. very
good fore chest development for age. Very good length of foreleg. Stand
correct in front. Presented in very good condition. Moves close behind.
Slightly wide coming. Elbows yet to firm. In movement shows very good
ground covering gait with very good drive good reach where the back
remains firm.
4. RHOSYN CHOCOLATE SPLASH 26/10/03 S & C Collins
s. *Stobar Peete AZ d. *Rhosyn Vital Splash AZ
13 1/2 months. Just above medium size medium strong substantial bitch
of overall very good type and proportions. Presents a pleasing picture in
stance. She is dry and firm. Very good head and expression very good
length of neck high withers firm straight back slightly short but well laid
croup. Very good fore ideally the upper arm could be a little longer. With
very good hind quarter angulation and very good breadth of thigh. Very

good fore and under chest development for age. Stands correct in front.
Moves close behind. Slightly wide coming. Elbows yet to firm. In
movement shows very good ground covering gait with very good reach
and drive which is overall balanced where the back remains firm and the
wither line maintained.
5. SAGENHAFT MONEYPENNY AZ 4/9/03 J &C Tester/I & M Cooke
s. *Nilson Vom Wildsteiger Land (imp Gmy) AZ Hneg d. *Sagenhaft War
Cry AZ
15 months large strong bitch of overall good type. Very good head with
good expression eye could be a little darker. Very good length of neck.
High withers slightly nick behind firm straight back. Slightly short but well
laid croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be longer and better
angled. With very good hind angulation good fore and underchest
development for her age. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in
front. Moves close going and close going. Both elbows and hocks yet to
firm. In movement shows good ground covering gait with good reach and
drive where the back remains firm.
6. SIEGERHEIMS KAYLA AZ 14/8/03 L Hume/P & K Flynn
s. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) AZ d. *Seigerheims Elke AZ
16 months. Large medium strong bitch of overall good type. Very good
head and expression the eye could be a little darker good length of neck
high wither straight back slightly short and steep croup. Good fore where
the upper arm could slightly longer and better angled. Good fore and
under chest development very good hind quarter angulation very good
length of fore leg. Shown out of coat. Could stand just a little more correct
in front. Close behind correct coming both elbows and hocks yet to firm. In
movement shows very good ground covering gait and good reach where
the back remains firm.
7. SAGENHAFT DUBL O SEVEN 4/9/03 Leberhine Kennels
s. *Nilson Vom Wildsteiger Land (imp Gmy)AZ d. *Sagenhaft War Cry AZ
14 months. Large medium strong bitch of overall very good type. Very
good head and expression the eye could be darker. Very good length of
neck good wither firm straight back slightly short just slightly steep croup.
Good fore with very good hind angulation very good for and under chest
development for her age. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in
front. close behind. Wide coming both elbows and hocks yet to firm. In
movement shows good groundcovering gait with very good drive and good
reach where the back remains firm.
SAGENHAFT EXOCET AZ 21/8/03 S & V Crozier
s. Sing Ch Nitro Von Troje (imp Sing) D. Sagenhaft S Brindabella
15 ½ months. Just above medium size. Medium strong bitch of overall very good
type very good head and expression. very good length of neck high wither
straight back slightly short but well laid croup. Very good fore even though the
upper arm could be little longer. Very good hind quarter angulation with very
good breadth of thigh very good fore and under chest development for her age.

Stand correct in front. In movement shows very good ground covering gait with
very good reach and drive where the back remains firm. Overall should be richer
in her gold. Tends to fall on the forehand.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH
Grading: VERY GOOD
1. *TREYSHUTZ TRICK N TREAT AZ 23/3/03 L Hume/R & M Buderick
s. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) AZ d. *Rhosyn Kiss N Tell AZ
20 months large medium strong a bitch of overall very good type.
Feminine head with good expression. good length of neck high withers
firm straight back slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore upper arm
could be a longer and better angled. Good hind angulation good breadth
of thigh. Good fore and underchest development. very good length of
foreleg. Stands correct in front. moves correct going slightly wide coming
elbows and hocks yet to firm. In movement shows very good ground
covering gait with very good reach and firm back where the wither was
maintained.
2. TREYSHUTZ TROUBLE N STRIFE 23/3/03 R & M Budarick
s. *Nilson Vom Wildsteigerland (imp Gmy) AZ d. *Rhosyn Kiss N Tell AZ
20 months. Large medium strong expressive bitch of very good
proportions. Very good head and expression. Very good length of neck
high withers. Firm straight back slightly short but well laid croup. Very
good hind quarter angulation and good breadth of thigh. Balanced for and
under chest development very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in
front. presented in very good condition. Close behind slightly wide coming
both elbows and hocks should be a little firmer. In movement shows very
good drive with good reach and firm back.. Ears should be firmer during
movement.
3. VOMKOGELBERG ADELINA AZ 11/1/03 J Seidel/J DeLucia
s. *Sing Ch Nitro Von Tronje (imp SING) d. *Baccara Sterling Bird az
22 months well above medium sized medium strong bitch of overall good
type and proportions. Feminine head with very good expression. with
medium eye colour. Good length of neck good withers firm back slightly
short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be longer
and better angled. Very good hind angulation has good fore and
underchest development. Stands correct in front. moves correct coming
and going. Elbows and hocks yet to firm. A bitch that presents a far better
picture in movement than in stance. With very good drive and very good
reach where the back remains firm.
4. GILARISHA ELSA 15/4/02 E & R Archbold
s. Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ Hneg d. Alimanda Gila AZ
2 years 7 months. Large strong substantial bitch of good type. Just
presented in slightly heavy condition. Very good head and expression with
good eye colour good length of neck good wither s with slightly nick

behind straight back. Slightly short but well laid croup. Good fore the
upper arm could be a little longer an d better angled very good hind
quarter angulation with good breadth of thigh. Very good fore and under
chest development stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and
going. Elbows and hocks yet to firm. In movement shows good reach and
drive which could be overall a little more ground covering and the back
should remaining firmer.
Grading: GOOD
AZUREBRIGHT CHEYANNE 3/12/02 R Smalbil
s. Ch Lietungen Prince Rowdy AZ d. Ch Sheprose Elura AZ
2 years large strong substantial bitch of good type. Very good head and
expression. good length of neck with good withers. Straight back slightly steep
and slightly short croup. Good fore upper arm could be longer and better angled
with very good hind angulation. stands correct in front. Very good length of
foreleg pronounced fore chest development and good under chest development.
Moves close behind. Correct coming elbows and hocks yet to firm. In movement
shows good ground covering gait with good reach and drive falling slightly on the
forehand.

OPEN BITCH
Grading: EXCELLENT
1. *ADELORA ZENA AZ 13/6/02 S Pittelli
s. *CH Denargun Browned Off AZ d. *Adelora Remy AZ
Double p1 upper right. 2 ½ years Large strong substantial bitch of overall
pleasing type. Very good head and expression with good eye colour. Very
good length of neck. High withers firm straight back. Slightly short but well
laid croup. Very good fore ideally the upper arm could be a little longer
with very good hind angulation and good breadth of thigh. Balanced fore
and under chest development. Stands correct in front. Presented in very
good condition. Moves close behind correct coming. Elbows could be
firmer. In movement shows very good ground covering gait which is
balanced with very good drive and reach where the back remains
absolutely firm.
2. *RHOSYN VITAL SPLASH AZ 9/9/01 S & C Collins
s. *Rhosyn Krisskross AZ Hneg d. *Rhosyn Chicago Hope AZ
Double p1 upper right. 3 years 3 months. Large strong substantial bitch of
overall very good type. Very good head and expression with good eye
colour hight withers firm straight back slightly short slightly steep croup.
Very good fore ideally the upper arm could be little longer. Very good hind
angulation with good breadth of thigh and very good under chest
development. Stands correct in front. Presents a pleasing picture in
stance. Slightly wide coming and going both elbows and hocks should be

3.

4.

5.

6.

firmer. In movement shows very good ground covering gait with very good
reach and drive where the wither is maintained and the back remains firm.
*CH SHEPROSE HOLLYANNE AZ 21/9/99 B Owen
s.*Ch Leitungen Prince Rowdy AZ d. Darkana Tiffany AZ CDX
5 years. Large strong substantial bitch of overall very good type.
Presented in just slightly heavy condition. Very good head and expression
with good eye colour. Bitch that presents a pleasing picture in stance.
Very good length of neck good withers firm straight back. Slightly short
and well laid croup. Good fore where the upper arm could be longer and
better angled. Very good hind angulation very good fore and under chest
development stands correct in front. Moves slightly wide coming and
going. Both elbows and hocks could be firmer. movement shows very
good ground covering with very good drive and reach and the wither
maintained where the back remains sufficiently firm.
*RHOSYN XTRA SPECIAL 12/7/02 T Schoemaker
s. *X-IO Avax Cs(imp Sing) AZ Hneg d. *Rhosyn Ginzano AZ
2 ½ years. Well above medium size medium strong bitch of overall good
type. Presented in very good condition. Very good head with very good
expression the eye should be darker. Very good length of neck good
withers firm straight back slightly short just slightly steep croup. Good fore
with very good hind angulation good fore and under chest development
very good length of foreleg and stands correct in front. Slightly wide
coming slide wide going both elbows and hocks could be firmer. In
movement shows good ground covering gait with very good drive and
good reach could carry her wither just a little hight where the back remains
firm.
*ADELORA SASHA AZ 8/11/00 Darkknight Kennels
s. *Adelora Marcus AZ d. *Adelora Nikitta AZ
4 years Large medium strong substantial bitch of overall very good type.
Very good head and expression with medium eye colour. Very good
length of neck good withers. Good withers firm straight back slightly short
but well moulded croup.. very good fore even though the upper arm could
be a little longer. Very good hind angulation with very good breadth of
thigh. Very good fore and under chest development. stands correct in
front. In movement shows very good ground covering gait with very good
drive and reach where the back remains firm.
*BRUANGIE TITIAN GOLD AZ 27/2/01 V Corlett
s. *Adelora Marcus AZ Hneg d. *Bruangie La Lola AZ
3 ½ years. Well above medium size. Medium strong bitch of overall good
type. Feminine head with very good expression. the mask could be a little
more defined. Good withers straight back slightly short slightly steep
croup. Good fore the upper arm could be a little longer and better angled.
Very good hind angulation very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in
front. Slightly wide going wide coming. Could be firmer in hocks and
elbows. Shows overall good ground covering movement with good reach

and drive where the back remains sufficiently firm. But would like to see
her a little more expansive overall
Grading: VERY GOOD
7. *KEEDARA AIKO AZ 17/8/01 Mayne/Phillis
s. *Leberhine Ijaz d. *Bruangie Indra
3 ½ years. Large strong substantial bitch of overall good type and
proportions presented in slightly heavy condition. Very good head and
expression medium eye colour. With good length of neck good wither
straight back slightly short slightly steep croup. Good fore where the upper
arm should be longer and better angled. With very good hind angulation
with good breadth of thigh. Pronounced fore chest development good
under chest development. Stands correct in front. correct going hocks
could be a little firms correct coming elbows could be a little firmer. In
movement shows very good drive with good reach where the topline is
maintained and where she remains sufficiently firm over the back.
*CRAISAN ZARA AZ 21/8/02 J Haysman/J DeLucia
s. *Bodecka Grandslam AZ Hneg d. *Craisan Petra AZ
27 months. Just above medium size. Medium strong bitch of overall good type
and of good proportions. Very good head and expression. Holds her neck a little
erect at times. Good withers straight back slightly short well laid croup. Good fore
where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Very good hind
angulation good fore and under chest development stands correct in front.
correct behind slightly wide coming. In movement shows good ground covering
gait with good reach and drive where the back remains sufficiently firm.

CHALLENGE BITCH
*ADELORA ZENA AZ

RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH
*RHOSYN VITAL SPLASH AZ

BEST OF BREED
*ADELORA ZENA A-Z CL1

